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Abstract 
Scholars consider the Book of Job as the most radical wisdom text in the Bible. 
The book is also widely recognized as a masterpiece of Hebrew literature. 
However, there is no consensus of the date and authorship of the book among 
scholars. Furthermore, the purpose of book remains an open issue. 
The Prologue of the book plays an important role. Within the Prologue, Job's wife 
is the only female character with a single line of speech. Scholars have done little 
to investigate this character. This paper delineates that throughout history, there 
are controversial views on Job's wife. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate 
her function[s} in the Book of Job. 
The literary research on this thesis shows that traditionally Job's wife is viewed 
negatively as the assistance of the satan, that is a role similar to Eve in the 
"temptation story" of Genesis. She is also depicted as a fool in contrast to other 
intelligent male characters. However, in the Testament of Job as well as in the 
LXX, she has been portrayed positively with sympathy. In addition, different 
artworks throughout the western art history have controversial interpretations 
on Job's wife. In particular, Job's wife is Dinah according to the Targum of Job and 
the Testament of Job. She thus serves as a link of the foreigner Job to the Hebrew 
patriarchal tradition. A detailed study on both the Septuagint and the Masoretic 
text is also conducted in this paper. This allows us to hear the inner voice of Job's 
wife in the Septuagint. However, as presented in the Masoretic text, her dialogue 
with Job ended with uncertain rhetorical question. 
In order to understand the attitude and functions of Job's wife in the book, I have 
deployed the feminist biblical interpretation in this paper. Feminist scholars 
indicate that Job's wife is a female character that fits the pattern of feminist 
reading. She is the one oppressed by the patriarchal world of the book, and yet 
presented as a foil to the male characters. 
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The feminist reading shows that she is a sufferer herself. In addition, she not only 
remains loyal to Job, but also acts as a caretaker and spiritual companion to him. 
Moreover, she acts as the catalyst of the development of the story. I shall show 
that Job's wife also plays the role as a special messenger of God and the satan, so 
as to inform Job what God and the satan said in their assembly in heaven. She 
encouraged Job to challenge the tradition doctrine of wisdom and confront God 
personally. I shall further show that Job's wife is an independent thinker and in 
fact a wisdom seeker. 
Hence, the early church fathers are arguably right to propose that Job's wife is 
taking the role of Eve in the story of Job, except that both of them are wisdom 
seekers instead of assistants to the devil. 
iii 
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V 
1 Job's wife and the Book of Job 
The Book of Job in the Bible has drawn the attention of readers for centuries. 
Within the narrative, there is one character that only appeared once but closely 
related to Job. This character is Job's wife. She is also the subject of this thesis. 
Essentially, Job's wife is being ignored by readers, since she is unnamed and only 
has a single line of speech in the book: 
Then his wife said to him, "Do you still hold fast your integrity? Curse God 
and die!" [Job 2:9) 
However, in case the author of Job is an extraordinary writer, he would 
definitely be very selective and thoughtful in portraying characters within his 
book. 
1.1 Aim of the thesis 
The objective of this thesis is to explore the role[s) of Job's wife in the Book of 
Job. I am going to show that Job's wife actually play important roles in the book. 
I shall first conduct a survey of the general background information on the Book 
of Job in this Chapter, including its composition and authorship, its structure, 
position in the canon, versions and its purpose. In Chapter 2, I shall narrow 
down the study to focus on the Prologue section of the book, in particular the 
dialogue between Job and his wife. I shall then outline a literary study and 
survey on the controversial views of Job's wife, from the Christian and Jewish 
traditions, as well as the diverse interpretations of different artists throughout 
history in Chapter 3 of this paper. 
In order to have an in-depth study on Job's wife and her dialogue with Job, I shall 
conduct a comparison of the Hebrew Masoretic text and the Greek Septuagint of 
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the Book of Job in Chapter 4. This helps us to hear the inner voice of Job's wife 
from the Septuagint. 
I shall further explore the interpretation of feminist reading that deploys social-
cultural reconstruction methodology, so as to uncover the roles of Job's wife in 
the social and cultural world of the book in Chapter 5. Finally, the roles of the 
Job's wife will be summarized in the Conclusion of this paper. 
To start, I shall discuss the general background information of the Book of Job in 
the following sections of this chapter. Within this thesis, the New American 
Standard Bible [NASB) translation is used unless otherwise stated. 
1.2 Date and Authorship of the Book of Job 
The Book of Job has been the subject matter of "countless philosophical, 
theological and historical discussion".^ Like many other books in the Hebrew 
Bible, the Book of Job is named after the main character of the text. Many 
theologians, philosophers, commentators tried to interpret the meanings behind 
the narrative of Job. In fact, the book is full of ambiguities. There is no explicit 
historical event within the book. The possible location of "the land of Uz" is still 
unknown. According to Robert Cordis, Uz is identified by some scholars as 
somewhere in northern Mesopotamia.^ On the other hand, N. H. Tur-Sinai 
argues that the exact location of Uz is difficult to determine, since there are 
contradictory data related to Uz in the Bible. ^ David Clines suggests the 
1 Robert Alter, "The Poetic and Wisdom books/' in The Cambridge Companion to 
Biblical Interpretation, ed. John Barton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1998), 235. 
2 Robert Cordis, The Book of Job: Commentary, New Translation and Special 
Studies (New York: The Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1978), 10. 
3 N. H. Tur-Sinai, The Book of Job: A New Commentary [Jerusalem, Kiryath Sepher 
Ltd., 1957), 2. 
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importance of the name Uz is that it is not in I s r a e l . ^ Obviously, there is no 
evidence to support that Job is an Israelite. Thus, it is questionable if there is any 
relationship between Job and Israelites. It is unclear why the Book of Job is 
included in the Hebrew Scriptures. 
There is a lack of information within the book for scholars to draw conclusions 
on the date of composition and authorship. Some scholars try to decide the date 
of composition by scrutinizing the language used within the book. The difficulty 
of language of the book prompts more problems, as there are about 100 words 
that are not found in other Hebrew scriptures [i.e. hapax legomena).^ Scholars 
identify that there are forms identical to Canaanite and Aramaic literature being 
deployed within the b o o k . 6 By correlating with other books of Hebrew 
Scriptures, Edouard Dhorme proposes that the book was under the influence of 
Zechariah and Malachi, and thus was probably composed at around 500 to 450 
BC.7 On the other hand, most modern scholars argue the date of composition as 
ranging from the seventh to third centuries BC.^  
Even rabbinical scholars have different opinions on the authorship and the date 
of the book. The Babylonian Talmud, in Baba Bar a 14b, attributes Moses as the 
author of the book. At the same time, it also mentions that different rabbinical 
scholars had various opinions on the authorship and date of the book. Jacques 
Bolduc proposed in 1637 that Moses translated an earlier Aramaic text of the 
book into Hebrew. However, there is no concrete evidence to support this 
4 David J. A. Clines, Word Biblical Commentary: Job 1-20 (Nashville: Thomas 
Nelson Publishers, 1989), 10. 
5 Ernest Lucas, Exploring the Old Testament, Volume 3 — The Psalms and Wisdom 
Literature [London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 2003), 128. 
6 Daniel J. Estes, Handbook on the Wisdom Books and Psalms (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Academic, 2005), 12. 
7 Edouard Dhorme, A Commentary on the Book of Job [Nashville: Thomas Nelson 
Publishers, 1967), clxix. 
8 Lucas, Exploring the Old Testament, Volume 3,129. 
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proposal, since the style of the Book of Job is quite different from that of the 
Pentateuch. 9 
Some scholars try to draw conclusion on the authorship of the book by 
observing the nature and the character of the author. They suggest the author 
would probably have experienced human suffering. Also, the author has mastery 
language skill and familiar with forms of wisdom. Dhorme mentions that the 
author has unique vocabulary, grammar and special technique of expression. 
Consequently, the author demonstrates his "strong literary personality".^® David 
Wolfers also claims that the author is "a man of exceptional education and 
erudition", as well as a great poet ever lived.n 
However, George Fohrer mentions that there are some discrepancies within the 
book. For example, the discourses of Yahweh (38:1-42:6) have nothing to do 
with Job directly. Hence, he suggests that strictly speaking, the Book of Job does 
not have an individual authorship. Instead, the author was inspired by the 
ancient Edomitic folktale of the suffering servant of God.12 
The above short survey shows that scholars do not have a consensus on the 
authorship of the book. 
9 Estes, Handbook on the Wisdom Books and Psalms, 11-3. 
10 Dhorme, A Commentary on the Book of Job, clxxv. 
11 David Wolfers, Deep Things out of Darkness: The Book of Job: Essays and a New 
English Translation [Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
1995), 54. 
12 George Fohrer, The Interpreter's Bible, Volume 3 [New York: Abingdon Press, 
19543,891. 
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1.3 Structure of the Book of Job 
The structure of the book could help us to understand the flow of the story. Both 
Walter Brueggemanni^ and Gerhard von Rad^^ propose that the Book of Job 
consists of three parts: (1) narrative [1:1-2:13); [2} poetry [ 3 : 1 - 4 2 : 6 ) ; � 3 ) 
narrative [42:7-17). David J. A. Clines also divides the chapters of the book into 
three divisions: the Prologue, the Dialogue and the Epilogue. The narrator 
mainly speaks in the Prologue and the Epilogue, meanwhile the characters speak 
in the Dialogue.is As such, the dialogue of Job and his wife in Chapter 2 is a 
remarkable exception. 
Some scholars question the relationship between the narrative part and the 
poetry or dialogue part of the book. The difference in language style of the 
narrative parts [i.e., the Prologue and the Epilogue) and the middle poetry, 
arouse the doubts concerning the unity of the book as a whole. Moreover, while 
"Yahweh" and "Elohim" are used to name God in the Prologue and the Epilogue, 
the terms "Eloah", "El" and "Shadday" but not "Yahweh" are used in the Dialogue 
part of the book.i6 Therefore, some scholars propose the book is initially based 
on an ancient folk-talk that is still traceable in the Prologue and the Epilogue. 
Wolfers calls this theory as "the Folk-tale Theory''.^^ Carol A. Newsom similarly 
argues that the older narrative of Job is a prose tale that consists only 1:1-2:10 
and 42:11-17, and the middle part is missing. Based on the text of 42:7-8, 
Newsom suggests that the initial "missing middle" should be about the 
accusations of God by Job's friends on one hand, and the pious response of Job 
on the other hand. The current version is the "reverse" of the actual "missing 
middle". The tactic of final author of the whole book is to create an "illusion" that 
13 Walter Brueggemann, An Introduction to the Old Testament [Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 2003), 300. 
14 Gerhard von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (London: SCM Press Ltd., 1972), 226. 
15 CWnes, Job 1-20, xxxvi. 
16 J. Gerald Janzen, Job: Interpretation - A Bible Commentary for Teaching and 
Preaching (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1985), 10-1. 
17 Wolfers, Deep Things out of Darkness, 59. 
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mirrored the original dialogue between Job and his friends. That is, the author of 
the book presented the old narrative of Job in fragments and "juxtaposes" them 
with the poetic materials. 
Some scholars suggest that the speeches of Elihu in Chapter 32-37 are "a late 
interpolation".^^ Similarly, some of them argue that Chapter 24 and Chapter 28 
have independent authorship, and therefore the possibility of multiple 
authorship of the book. Some even doubt the consistency and authenticity of the 
God speeches [38:1-40:2 and 40:6-41:26,} as well as the brief responses of Job 
[40:3-6 and 42:1-6). Some scholars suggest there are two separate and radically 
different Jobs: "Job the Patient" and "Job the Impatient". "Job the Patient" is 
presented in the following sections: [a) 1:1-2:8; [b) 2:9-10; [c) 2:11-13 and (d) a 
missing section that Job's Friends urged him to denounce God; (e) Chapter 27-28; 
[Q a missing section with God assures Job that He will reward Job based on Job's 
steadfastness; [g] 42:7b-17. Whereas, "Job the Impatient" is presented in: [a) 
Chapter 3-26 and (b) 29:1-42:6.20 
Cordis nevertheless disputes that "the existence of one book of Job is a datum, 
while the theory of two books of Job is a hypothesis''.^^ According to Cordis, the 
theory of "two Jobs" implies a large number of further subsidiary hypotheses, 
excisions, transpositions and changes. The "two Jobs" theory also assumes that 
the poetic dialogue is constructed with no background material provided to the 
reader, or based on missing material. Cordis concludes that it requires a lot of 
assumptions with no evidence to disagree with the unity of the Book of Job.22 In 
that case, the above discussion support that the dialogue of Job and Job's wife in 
18 Carol A. Newsom, The Book of Job: A Contest of Moral Imaginations [New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2003), 36-7. 
19 Wolfers, Deep Things out of Darkness, 65. 
20 Cordis, The Book of Job’ 576-77. 
21 Cordis, The Book of]ob, 578. 
22 Cordis, The Book of Job, 579. 
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Chapter 2 of the book is located strategically in between the Prologue and the 
Dialogue in the flow of the story. 
1.4 Place in the Canon 
The Book of Job is listed inside the third part of the Hebrew Bible, Ketuvim or 
Hagiographa (i.e., Writings). In the Babylonian Talmud, the Baba Bathra 14b, the 
series of Ketuvim is in the following order: Ruth, the Book of Psalms, Job, 
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, the Song of Songs, Lamentations, Daniel and the roll of 
Esther, Ezra and Chronicles. On the other hand, the Leningrad Codex dated 1008 
CE arranges the Ketuvim in the following order: Chronicles, Psalms, Job, 
Proverbs, and Ruth. This order could also be found in other manuscripts. 23 
Hence, the Book of Job, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes in the Hebrew Bible, together 
with Wisdom of Solomon and Ben Sira in the Apocrypha belongs to the Wisdom 
Literature. 
In the context of Hebrew wisdom, the Hebrew word HQDn [hokmah, which means 
wisdom) refers to "skill", that is practical knowledge "from that of the artisan to 
that of the politician". Concisely, hokmah means life-skill. Norman Whybray 
suggests hokmah refers to the ability to conduct life "in the best possible way 
and to the best possible effect''.^ ^ Proverbs 1:7 states "the fear of the Lord is the 
beginning of wisdom". Based on this verse, Whybray concludes "the beginning of 
all knowledge, wisdom and instruction is reverence for Yahweh the God of 
Israel". In his words, "wisdom is not simply a human faculty but comes from 
Dhorme, A Commentary on the Book of Job, vii-ix. 
Linda Day, "Wisdom and the Feminine in the Hebrew Bible," in Engaging the 
Bible in a Gendered World: An Introduction to Feminist Biblical Interpretation in 
hour of Katharine Doob Sakenfeld, ed. Linda Day and Carolyn Pressler [Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 2006), 115. 
25Norman Whybray, New Century Bible Commentary: Proverbs [London: Marshall 
Pickering, 1994), 4. 
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God".26 He further mentions that to be a '"fearer of Yahweh' is to be devoted to 
the exclusive service of Yahweh?? 
The reason to include the Book of Job in the Wisdom Literature is obvious. The 
book contains the wisdom poem [i.e., Job 28). There are several occurrences of 
text related to the "wise" or wisdom (12:2; 13:5, 34:2, 33:33�.28 John Gray 
suggests that the sages or "wise men" of Israel were interested in promoting a 
stable society based on their daily life experience in the Davidic monarchy, and 
developed the sacral community of Israel. In other words, Israelites should 
accept the perse situation according to the traditional religion, so as to maintain 
the stability of the society. Therefore, Gray further proposes that the 
questioning of the traditional principles of religion and ethics within the Book of 
J o b � a s well as Ecclesiastes) was an instance of later Hebrew Wisdom, rather 
than the Wisdom in the early history of Israel. Through questioning the 
conventional wisdom and piety, the author of the Book of Job "feels his way to a 
solution in the traditional religious experience of Israel". Thus, it is importance 
to notice that the book is a challenge to traditional Hebrew wisdom. 
1.5 Versions of Job 
The current version of the Hebrew Bible [Masoretic text, M T � i s based on the 
Leningrad Codex dated in 1008 CE. In eighteen century, Kennicott and de Rossi 
noticed there are variants in other manuscripts even within the same textual 
traditions as MT. On the other hand, there are too little fragments of Job 
available at Qumran to provide evidence to prove whether the current MT 
version is the standardized version originally in the first century CE. o^ 
26 Why bray, Proverbs, 31. 
27 Why bray, Proverbs, 36. 
Roland Edmund Murphy, The Book of Job: A Short Reading [New York: Paulist 
Press, 1999), 6. 
John Gray, The Book ofjob (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix Press, 2010), 22-3. 
30 Gray, The Book of Job,76. 
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Tur-Sinai mentions that the Book of Job is the longest poetical work in biblical 
literature, and the poetry part was originally Aramaic and later translated into 
Hebrew. This explains why this translated book is difficult to interpret. This also 
implies that the book would possibly have double history. The Aramaic version 
was probably written in the early days of the Babylonian Exile, while the 
Hebrew version was probably after the return from the Exile.^i 
However, some scholars [e.g. Francis I. Andersen and Norman H. Snaith) 
disagree and argue that Tur-Sinai has 'overstated' the influence of Aramaic in the 
language of the Book of Job, and disagree that it was originally entirely written 
in Aramaic.32 Wolfers also considers that Tur-Sinai overused the assumption of 
the corruption of MT. According to Wolfers' own findings, errors in the MT 
version of the Book of Job "are extremely rare". 33 
• Targum of Job 
Targum of Job is the Aramaic interpretative translation of the Book of Job. After 
returning from the exile, Aramaic replaced Hebrew as the common language of 
the Jews. For this reason, an Aramaic translation or interpretation of the Hebrew 
Bible was necessary for Jews that could not understand written or spoken 
Hebrew, especially by the beginning of the Christian Era. In the synagogue, oral 
translation of Hebrew Bible into Aramaic was required and performed by a 
Meturgeman [i.e., pubic translator).^^ Targum of Job was available in written 
form in the first century CE. The patriarch Rabban Gamaliel the Elder was shown 
a copy of a Targum of Job on the slopes of the Temple hill in Jerusalem.^s This 
provides an evidence that the Book of Job was regarded as canonical not only in 
31 Tur-Sinai, The Book of Job, viii-xl. 
32 Francis I. Andersen, Job: An Introduction and Commentary [Leicester: Inter-
Varsity Press, 1976), 61. 
33 Wolfers, Deep Things out of Darkness, 39. 
34 Robert Cordis, The Book of God and Man: A Study of Job (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1969), 218. 
35 Ibid. 
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normative Judaism but also in sectarian circles by the beginning of the Christian 
Era.36 
The Targum of Job provides important information to scholars for the study of 
other first-century materials, including the New Testament and the 
Pseudepigrapha.37 There are fragments of Targum of Job identified in Qumran 
(llQtargJob), which is dated in the time of Jesus. It also serves as an indirect 
witness to the original Hebrew text. The text available generally agrees with 
the MT, while in some cases agrees with the Septuagint [LXX] version. As such, 
scholars generally consider the LXX as the independent witness of the pre-MT 
version of the book.39 
• Septuagint 
The Septuagint [abbreviated henceforth, LXX) is the Greek version of the 
Hebrew Scriptures Peter J. Gentry suggests that the books of Prophets and 
Writings [i.e., including the Book of Job) were translated into Greek at about 130 
BC.41 The LXX version of the Book of Job is about one-fourth to one-sixth shorter 
than the Hebrew version [i.e., Masoretic text, MT}. Potter suggests that the 
shorter Greek LXX version is a latter text. The Greek translator of LXX omitted 
36 Cordis, The Book of God and Man, 217. 
37 Craig A. Evans, Noncanonical Writings and New Testament Interpretation 
[Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 1992], 106 
38 Gray, The Book ofjob, 77. 
Andersen,/oZ?, 56. 
40 For the discussion within this essay, the term "Septuagint" is being used for 
the old Greek version of entire Jewish-Greek corpus. Strictly speaking, the term 
"Septuagint" is complicated since scholars differ in the way they use this term. 
Some scholars use Septuagint only for the Pentateuch, some for the entire 
Jewish-Greek corpus. See: Paul D. Wegner, A Student's Guide to Textual Criticism 
of the Bible (Downers Grove: IVP academic, 2006,) 177-78. 
41 Peter J. Gentry, "The Septuagint and the Text of the Old Testament" Bulletin for 
Biblical Research 16 [2006), 193. 
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passages that already existed in the Hebrew, and subsequently the LXX was 
expanded further by adding matter which "was not in the original?? This 
suggests the possibility of an early variant of the Hebrew text. Hence, the LXX 
provides evidence for readings that diverged from the MT.44 Scholars suggest 
that the "Old Greek texts" is the original Greek text of the LXX. Moreover, there is 
a consensus that the LXX was based on a parent text that different from the MT, 
and MT was secondary to that parent text of the LXX.45 However, with the 
discovery of the Dead See Scrolls, it is no longer possible to assume that the LXX 
are necessarily older than the p r o t o - M T . ^ ^ Therefore, the shorter version may 
probably be due to different translators of the LXX who may not be competent in 
Hebrew. As a result, they produced erroneous or controversial translations of 
Hebrew words.47 It may also be the intention of the editor of the LXX with 
shorter length to make it more appealing to Hellenistic audience at that time_48 
Ernest Lucas also proposes that the Hebrew text of the Book of Job "seems to 
have suffered significant corruption during its transmission"."^^ It is worth noting 
that the LXX was the standard Christian Bible text for the first generation 
Christian communities, as well as the basis of the exegesis of the Greek Fathers.^® 
Therefore, it had an important influence on both Jews and Christians historically. 
42 Reginald Cuthbert Fuller et al., A New Catholic Commentary on Holy Scripture 
(London: Nelson, 1 9 6 9 � , 423. 
43 Gray, The Book ofjob, 76. 
44 Wegner, A Student's Guide to Textual Criticism of the Bible, 93. 
45 Peter J. Gentry, "The Septuagint and the Text of the Old Testament", 193. 
46 Wegner, A Student's Guide to Textual Criticism of the Bible, 93. 
47 Manlio Simonetti, Marco Conti, and Thomas C. Oden, Ancient Christian 
Commentary on Scripture, Old Testament: 6 [Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 
2 0 0 6 � , xxvi. 
48 Paul D. Wegner, A Student's Guide to Textual criticism of the Bible; its history, 
methods, and results (Downers Grove: IVP Academic, 2006), 34. 
Lucas, Exploring the Old Testament, Volume 3, 128. 
50 Simonetti, Conti, and Oden, Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture, xxvii. 
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In fact, about 70 percent of the New Testament's quotations of the Old 
Testament are come from the LXX.si 
For the Latin Fathers in the West, at first they used the Vetus Latina, which was a 
Latin translation of the Bible based on the LXX. Later, they used the Vulgate that 
translated by Jerome at the end of the fourth century CE. The Vulgate was 
translated from the Hebrew text that was very close to the MT version. 
Moreover, during translation, Jerome also referred to the LXX and the later 
Greek translations of Aquila (c. 130 CE], Symmachus [c. 170CE) and Theodotion 
version of a converted Jew [c. 200 CE) and Origen's Hexapla (c. 240 CE].52 
Besides, these older Greek versions of the book, the Praeparatio Evangelica 
9.25.1-4 of Eusebius of Caesarea cited the quotation of Alexander Polyhistor on 
Aristeas' work related to the Greek translation of the Book of Job. This Aristeas' 
work is known as "Aristeas the Exegete", which dated prior to first century BC. 
The Aristeas the Exegete mentions Job living in Ausitis [equivalent to the Hebrew 
text of "Uz"). By putting Job as a descendant of Esau, Aristeas locates Job in the 
patriarchal period. This aligns with the Jewish traditions. Aristeas the Exegete 
portrays Job as the silent sufferer. Job was a rich and righteous man. He suffered 
from death of his children and his body was covered with ulcers. Four friends 
visited and comforted him subsequently. Job insisted that he would steadfast in 
piety and God amazed his courage. This showed that Aristeas had knowledge of 
the complete Book of Job. 53 
• Peshitta 
For the Syriac Fathers, they used the Syriac translation of the Bible that is known 
as Peshitta, which was translated from the lost Hebrew versions with reference 
to the Targum and even the LXX.54 
51 Wegner, A Student's Guide to Textual Criticism of the Bible, 179. 
52 Ibid. 
James H. Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudpigrapha, Volume 2 [Garden 
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1985}, 855-59. 
Simonetti, Conti, and Oden, Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture, xxvii. 
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• Testament of Job 
The Testament of Job is another early literature that is related to Job. The 
Testament of Job was compiled in the Hellenistic and Roman period. Scholars 
believe that the author of the Testament of Job deployed the LXX but not the MT 
version of the Book of Job.55 This confirms the importance and influence of the 
LXX at that time. 
As mentioned above both the Targum of Job and the LXX suggest an earlier 
Hebrew version of the book. Unfortunately, Roland Edmund Murphy mentions 
that the "original" sequence could not be reconstructed with a consensus among 
scholars.56 In David Wolfters' opinion, the main problem of the MT version of the 
Book of Job is attributed to "misunderstood and mistranslated with unerring 
consistency".^^ This may contribute to the ambiguity of the book. Nonetheless, 
Claude E. Cox suggests that the translator of the Greek Job used a rather free and 
even paraphrastic approach. This may be the key factor for the shorter text of 
the LXX as compared to the MT.ss 
Gentry also argues that the differences in the LXX and the MT, as well as other 
witnesses to the text, should be evaluated case-by-case, and we should not 
prefer "a priori" either the MT or the LXX.59 Obviously this complicated the case, 
since it would be difficult to identify the 'original' version of the book. In other 
words, the original text of the book remains ambiguous. Within this thesis, I am 
going to show that the description of Job's wife is also controversial. 
55 R. p. Spittler, "Testament of Job," in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha Vol 1, 
ed. James H. Charlesworth [London: Darton Longman & Todd Ltd, 1983), 831. 
56 Murphy, The Book ofjob, 114. 
57 Wolfers, Deep Things out of Darkness, 25. 
58 Claude E. Cox, "To the Reader of lob," in A New English Translation of the 
Septuagint, ed. Albert Pietersma and Benjamin G. Wright [Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2007), 667. 
59 Gentry, "The Septuagint and the Text of the Old Testament", 210. 
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1 _6 Purpose of the Book of Job 
Based on the main character of the Book of Job, many readers suggest the 
purpose of the book is to answer the question: "Why do the righteous suffer?" 
However, scholars do not have consensus on the purpose of the book. 
According to Thomas Aquinas, the story of Job is about a wise man with the 
divine truth as taught by the church, but this wise man is unwise in his manner 
of communicating his wisdom to his friends and even the others in the society. 
On the other hand, the interpretation of Moses Maimonides suggests that Job 
starts to doubt whether God actually cares for human beings based on Job's 
undeserved suffering.^o 
Fohrer argues that the book deploys the ancient tale and the poem in order to 
pursuit a broader and higher purpose: "What is the meaning of faith?" That is, 
human's knowledge of God.6i The sin of Job is his proud refusal to accept the 
limitations of humankind. The ultimate aim of humanity is to glorify God and 
fully enjoy him forever. On the other hand, the righteousness is the gift of God 
rather than the work of man. 62 in that case, the proper problem raised by the 
book is: "What is the proper conduct of man in s u f f e r i n g ? " ^ ^ 
Snaith agrees with Fohrer that the author of the Book of Job is concerned with 
sin, and sin is the rebellion that separates man from God.64 God is the creator 
60 Martin D. Yaffe, "Providence in Medieval Aristotelianism: Moses Maimonides 
and Thomas Aquinas on the Book of Job," in The Voice from the Whirlwind: 
Interpreting the Book of Job, ed. Leo G. Perdue and W. Clark Gilpin [Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1992), 117-18. 
61 Fohrer, The Interpreter's Bible, Volume 3, 897. 
62 Fohrer, The Interpreter's Bible, Volume 3, 899. 
63 Matitiahu Tsevat, The Meaning of the Book of Job and Other Biblical Studies 
[New York: Ktav Publishing House, Inc., 1980), 25. 
64 Norman H. Snaith, The Book of Job: Its Origin and Purpose (London: SCM Press 
Ltd., 1968), 33. 
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and he knows all as well as knows best. In order to assure everything goes well, 
we must submit to God. However, how can lowly man contact the High God? As 
in traditional Israel wisdom, God provided practical solution to man, i.e., fear 
God and turn away from evil. Nevertheless, man prefers to keep on trying to 
make sense of things, rather than just "trust and obey". 65 
While creation is one of the key themes in Wisdom Literature, Leo G. Perdue 
argues that God is the master of creation implies Job is the slave within the Book 
of Job. Job is a metaphor for humanity who struggled with God. In the Prologue, 
Job is the faithful slave that sentenced to endure the suffering, including loss of 
children, wealth and social status. Job experienced creation as oppressive 
slavery, and finally fully engages in revolt against the creator. Perdue suggests 
that the Book of Job is "a narrative journey of a character whose life is a quest for 
the knowledge of God and the why of human existence". The whole story is the 
"verbalization of the metaphor of struggle".^^ 
Wolfers suggests the Book of Job is the only theological work in the Hebrew 
Bible. It is a unitary literary composition by a single author that "either pure 
fiction, or an allegory, ideational, politico-historical or of some other nature". It 
is a book that questions the ways of God to man, i.e., a theodicy. Wolfers further 
argues that the book is a politico-historical allegory due to the destruction of 
Judah upon the attack of Sennacherib at the time of the reign of Hezekiah. This 
event was interpreted as an injustice act and punishment of God when Hezekiah 
did what was right in the eyes of the Lord. It raised the debate within the ancient 
Israel on the suffering of Israel and the divine justice. The Prologue of the book 
describes this arbitrary injustice act of God. The Book of Job aims at justify such 
event.6^ 
65 Snaith, The Book of Job, 92-9. 
66 Leo G. Perdue, Wisdom in Revolt: Metaphorical Theology in the Book of Job 
[Sheffield: Almond Press, 1991), 263-69. 
67 Wolfers, Deep Things out of Darkness, 69. 
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On the other hand, Roland Edmund Murphy suggests the purpose of the book 
lies on the question of "What does the book to do to you if you read it?" 
Obviously, it would be an endless debate on the purpose of the book. He 
mentions different scholars and commentators suggest different purposes of the 
book, including theodicy and justice of God, the suffering of the just person, guilt 
and deliverance, questioning of retribution, etc. Generally speaking, there are so 
many different answers to the theological thought of reader of the book. 69 in 
particular, Murphy argues whether we can treat the book of Job as a theodicy, 
given that there is no positive and rational answer to the basic question of the 
book: "Why does an innocent person suffer?" 70 
As such, apart from no consensus on date and authorship of the book, there is 
also no consensus on the purpose of the book. Nevertheless, the above views of 
scholars [especially Perdue and Wolfers] support that the Prologue is 
significantly related to the meaning of the book. 
1.7 Chapter Summary 
The above discussion shows that the Book of Job is ambiguous by nature. In the 
bibliography of his commentary of Job, Clines lists out more than a thousand 
books and articles that tried to question the meaning of the book. According to 
Clines, its meaning varies from reader to r e a d e r . 7 i Nobody is sure about the 
actual meaning of the Book of Job. 
As mentioned above, scholars do not have consensus on the date of composition 
and authorship of the book. There are also different views on the structure and 
unity of the book. The differences between the Masoretic text and the Septuagint 
open up the issue of the earlier Hebrew version of the book. 
68 Murphy, The Book of Job, 130. 
69 Murphy, The Book of Job, 115-16. 
70 Murphy, The Book of Job, 130. 
71 CWnes, Job 1-20, xxix. 
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Yet, the book does not hesitate to leave the readers with painful questions about 
suffering or calamity, human responsibility in fate or destiny, as well as the 
moral order in history. It induced a long history of debate as well as aroused 
extraordinarily different readings/^ The Book of Job is the most radical wisdom 
text in the Bible. It is full of ambiguity. While the Prologue plays an important 
role in the book, there are controversial views on Job's wife. Within this thesis, 
we would like to focus on the role of Job's wife in the Prologue. As suggested by 
Gentry, we should not prefer either the MT version or the LXX version of the 
book. Therefore, we shall examine both the MT and the LXX version of the text 
related to the speech of Job's wife in Job 2:9-10. 
72 Leo G. Perdue, W. Clark Gilpin, The Voice from the Whirlwind: Interpreting the 
Book of Job [Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1992), 11. 
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2 The Prologue 
As mentioned above, the Prologue covers both chapters 1 and 2 of the Book of 
Job. Cordis describes the Prologue as a masterpiece of narrative art.73 We shall 
study the Prologue in details in this chapter. 
2.1 Structure of the Prologue 
Both Clines and Cordis suggest the structure of the Prologue is clearly defined by 
the location o f s c e n e s . 7 4 The scenes are alternating between earth and heaven. 
Sequence Verses Location Speech/es by the character/s 
A1 1:1-3 Earth [Introduction by narrator) 
B 1:6-12 Heaven God, the satan 
(Assembly in heaven} 
C 1:13-22 Earth Job, 4 messengers 
B' 2 : l -7a Heaven God, the satan 
[Assembly in heaven) 
" T i 2:7b-10 Earth Job, Job's wife 
A'2 2:11-13 (Assembly on earth; 
Conclusion by narrator] 
Table 1: Structure of the Pro ogue 
The above table is based on my further study by analyzing the characters 
involved in each scene. Apart from the scenes are interlaced by the location, 
there are two different groups of characters separated by location. J. Gerald 
Janzen notices that throughout the Prologue, the conversations between 
characters occur only horizontally. That is, between God and the satan in heaven, 
as well as between Job and messengers or his wife on earth. However, there is 
73 Cordis, The Book ofJob, 2. 
74 dines,Job 1-20, 6. See also: Cordis, The Book of Job, 2. 
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no vertical conversation between heaven and earth. The lack of the vertical 
dialogue is due to the Divine silence and human verbal doubt. According to 
Janzen, the Book of Job could be treated as "an exploration of doubt and 
silence".75 The following section highlights each scene in the Prologue. 
2.2 Highlights of the Prologue 
The first scene takes place on earth in a place known as Uz, probably located in 
the ancient East and certainly not in Israel. Job is introduced as a perfect man. 
Job is the person on earth that is blameless, upright, fearing God and turning 
away from evil. There are different attempts to trace the origin and the meaning 
of the name Job [工,K). Cordis suggests that the name does not occur in early 
Hebrew literatures^ A note in the LXX translation identified Job as Jobab, which 
is an Edomite king. Another old suggestion of Talmudic origin associated the 
name Job as "enemy" [against God}. Some scholars [e.g. Albright) suggest the 
name may probably be a contraction of 3K rrK, i.e., "Where is the [divine] 
Father?". So far, the origin of the name Job remains unknown/^ 
The next scene shifts to heaven in the setting of the divine court. The sons of God 
and the satan presented before God. As mentioned by Fohrer, the use of the 
definite article "the" in the text shows that the word "satan" was not a proper 
name. Instead, "the satan" should be considered as a special function, probably 
an instigator of evil upon the earth, or at least an accuser and prosecutor. Hence, 
it could be translated as "the adversary".78 God also affirms Job's integrity. The 
adversary (i.e., the satan) probed an important question: "Does Job fear God for 
nothing?"�1:9) In other words, the Adversary questioned whether there is piety 
without demanding the retribution of God. God approved the proposal of the 
satan to test the piety of Job. 
Janzen Jo/}, 33-4. 
76 Cordis, The Book ofjob, 23. 
77 Wolfers, Deep Things out of Darkness, 90. 
78 Fohrer, The Interpreter's Bible, Volume 3, 912. 
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The third scene happens on earth with disasters upon Job's family. The remark 
given by Job: "Naked I came from my mother's womb, And naked I shall return 
there. The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away. Blessed be the name of the 
Lord." (1:20), is very likely originated from ancient Jewish custom.79 
The fourth scene switches back to heaven. God questions the satan on the result 
of the test. The satan in turn further challenges that the test only valid when Job 
is suffered personally. God again provides His permission to the satan. 
The final scene in the Prologue shifts back to earth again with the dialogue 
between Job and his wife, which will be discussed in details later in this paper. 
Job rejected the proposal of his wife to "curse God and die". Job's close friends, 
Eliphaz, Bildad and Zophar, then came to grieve with Job and to comfort Job, 
which is an assembly on earth instead of in heaven. 
To summarize, in the beginning of the story, the well being and wealth of Job and 
his family seem to foster the main themes of tradition Israel Wisdom literature, 
that is divine justice and law of retribution. Those themes are noticeably 
emphasized in the Book of Proverb. Whybray argues that the Prologue is not 
simple folk-tale. Instead, it initiates important theological questions being 
discussed among Job and his friends in the subsequent chapters. That is, the 
question of the universality of God's rule, given that Job is not an Israelite.^^ 
The initial classical response of Job in 1:21 is also an affirmation of his faith in 
God. However, after the second attack of the satan, Job kept silent. In the 
Prologue, readers are "disturbed" by the suffering of the innocent and blameless 
Job.8i 
79 Tur-Sinai, The Book ofjob, Ixxvi. 
80 Norman Whybray,M (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 14. 
81 Gray, The Book ofJob, 108. 
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2.3 Chapter Summary 
The Prologue plays an important role in the book. The suffering of the blameless 
Job initiates ceaseless theological and philosophical arguments, as well as doubt 
on tradition Israel wisdom, that is divine justice and law of retribution. 
Matitiahu Tsevat properly concludes that the Prologue raised two q u e s t i o n s : � 
"What is piety?"; [2} "Is there piety?". The final chapters of the book answered 
the second question. Job's piety is affirmed by God. However, the first question 
remains open ended.^ ^ 
As discussed, the book is an exploration of doubt and silence. Job remains silent 
after the second attack of the satan. Later, we will recognize that the 
conversation between Job and his wife initiated the breakthrough on such 
silence. 
82 Tsevat, The Meaning of the Book of Job and Other Biblical Studies, 34. 
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3 Controversial Views on Job's wife 
In this chapter, I shall examine the different views on Job's wife throughout 
history, including Christian traditions, Jewish traditions, views in different texts 
and even interpretations in western paintings. I shall show that there are 
controversial views on Job's wife . 
3.1 Job's wife in Christian Traditions 
Traditionally, important church fathers, including Augustine, Ambrose, Jerome, 
John Chrysostom, Hesychius of Jerusalem, Aphrahat, Caesarius of Aries and 
Gregory the Great perceived Job's wife as a negative character in the story of 
Job.83 
By correlating the second part of the speech of Job's wife in 2:9 ["Curse God and 
die!"} with the satan's saying in 2:5, church fathers compared Job's wife with 
Adam's wife negatively. For example, Augustine called the wife of Job as "adiuthx 
diaboli",^'^ which means "an assistant of the devil" in Latin. St John Chrysostom 
supported Augustine's view on Job's wife as well. John Chrysostom described 
Job's wife as "the Devil's best scourge". John Calvin labeled her as "organum 
Satani". They viewed Job's wife as "the satan's ally" and her speech tempted Job 
to "self-damnation" by urging Job to do what the satan had predicted.^^ 
83 c . L. Seow, "Job's Wife," in Engaging the Bible in a Gendered World: An 
Introduction to Feminist Biblical Interpretation in hour of Katharine Doob 
Sakenfeld, ed. Linda Day and Carolyn Pressler. (Louisville: Westminster John 
Knox Press, 2006), 141-42. 
84 Cordis, The Book ofJob, 21. 
85 Andersen,yo^, 92-3. 
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The Moralia in lob [i.e., Morals on the Book of Job) at around 604 CE is a classical 
patristic writing by Gregory the Great. The Moralia in lob was the source of 
moral and ascetical theology for centuries. He interpreted the adversary [or the 
satan) in the Book of Job as the "devil" of New T e s t a m e n t ^ s Within Moralia in lob, 
Gregory the Great describes that the adversay attacks Job through his new 
weapon - the tongue of Job's wife. The negative view of Gregory on Job's wife 
has influenced "virtually all Christian exegesis" of the Book of Job since the 
Middle Ages.87 As mentioned by Cordis, Cheyne insists that "one of Job's trials 
was that his wife was not taken".^^ Cordis states that when Job is sitting down on 
the heap of burnt dung and ashes, Job meets "the despairing counsel of his wife". 
89 To support his own view, Cheyne quoted the argument of Davidson that Job's 
reply "reveals still greater deeps in Job's reverent piety?�Cheyne ven states 
that having a good wife is a gift of God i^ and having a bad wife is a misfortune, as 
often mentioned in the Talmud o f J e w s . 9 2 
Norman C. Habel further interpreted Augustine's comment as "the Satan's 
unwitting ally". Habel suggested that the narrator is making Job's wife to "serve 
as the earthly mouthpiece for the hidden Satan" based on the speech of Job's 
wife in 3b.93 
In addition, while Job is usually perceived as a righteous and upright man with 
integrity, Job's wife seems to be a fool and a contrast to Job and Job's friends who 
86 Murphy, The Book of Job, 104. 
87 Seow,Job's Wife, 142. 
88 Cordis, The Book of]ob, 21. 
89 Thomas Kelly Cheyne, Job and Solomon (London: K. Paul, Trench & Co., 1887), 
14. 
卯 Cheyne, Job and Solomon, 16. 
91 Cheyne Job and Solomon, 136. 
92 Cheyne, Job and Solomon, 187. 
93 Norman C. Habel, The Book of Job: A Commentary [London: SCM Press, 1985), 
92. 
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were logical and made rational speeches.94 Tur-Sinai concludes that traditionally, 
Job's wife is the "prototype of woman of little faith". 
3.2 Job's wife in the Targum of Job 
One significant difference between the MT (i.e., the Masoretic text) and Targum 
of Job is regarding the name of Job's wife. Although Job's wife is unnamed in MT, 
she is named Dinah in Targum of Job: 
"His wife, Dinah, said to him: 'Are you still holding fast to your integrity? 
Bless the Memra^^ o/the Lord and die/ And he said to her: 'You talk as any 
woman who acts shamefully from the house of her father talks. Since we 
accept good from before the Lord should we not accept evil?'" 
[Targum of Job 2:9-10, translation by Celine Mangan^^] 
In Genesis 30, Dinah is the only daughter of patriarch Jacob. In the Targum of Job, 
Dinah is the mother of both the first group of children and the second group of 
children of Job. 
The Targum of Job [1:3) mentions that the inheritance of Job was not only given 
to his sons, but also to his daughters and his wife: 
"Seven sons and three daughters were born to him, and his flock consisted 
of seven thousand sheep, a thousand for every son; three thousand camels, 
a thousand for every daughter; five hundred yoke of oxen for himself; five 
hundred she-asses as his wife's sole property.“ 
[Targum of Job 1:2-3, translation by Celine Mangan， 
94 CWnes, Job 1-20, xlviii. 
95 Tur-Sinai, The Book ofjob, Ixxvi. 
96 Memra, or Ma'amar is an Aramaic word which means: word, command, 
or appointment. Reference: Strong's concordance of the Bible #3983. 
97 Cathcart, Maher, and McNamara. Targumic and Cognate Studies, 108. 
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The above statement for Job's wife is unusual, since women are outside the laws 
of inheritance for Jews in general. As suggested by Celine Mangan, one 
explanation is that Job is being considered as a foreigner by the author. In that 
case, given that Job's wife is Dinah, she serves a link to connect Job to the 
patriarchal Israelite tradition. Nevertheless, no conclusion can be drawn on 
whether the Targum of Job presents us a positive or negative Job's wife. 
3.3 Job's wife in the Testament of Job 
The Testament of Job also describes Job's wife positively and sympathetically. At 
the beginning of the Testament of Job, Job is fallen ill and accompanied by his 
sons and daughters. He mentions that he is called Jobab. He is also an Egyptian 
king, the second king of Edom [c.f. LXX Job 42:17d}. Their mother is Dinah is the 
daughter of Jacob, a descendant of Abraham. However, in the Testament of Job, 
Dinah is Job's second wife. 
In the Testament of Job, Job's first wife is named as Sitidos (or translated as 
Sitis). Her name is deriving from the Greek a'lxoq [i.e., bread), or aiTL^o) [i.e., to 
give bread).99 Actually, in the story of the Testament of Job, Sitidos has been 
working as a slave so as to earn bread for Job, while Job is sitting on the dung 
heap (chapter 21-25). Meanwhile, satan disguised as a breadseller. To exchange 
for the loaves to Job, Sitidos allows satan to cut off her hair. Satan also follows 
Job's wife and confuses her thoughts as a foolish woman in order to attack Job's 
integrity. Essentially, Job's wife is a victim as well. She also asks others to help 
98 Celine Mangan, "The Attitude to Women in the Prologue of Targum Job/, in 
Targumic and Cognate Studies: Essays in Honour of Martin McNamara, ed. Kevin J. 
Cathcart, Michael Maher, and Martin McNamara. Journal for the Study of the Old 
Testament. Vol. 230 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 101. 
99 Pieter W. van der Horst, "Images of women in the Testament of Job," in Studies 
of the Testament of Job. Monograph Series / Society for New Testament Studies. 
Vol. 66 [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 97. 
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her to remove ruins so that she can bury her children. Job shows her that the 
children are now in heaven, then she dies cheerfully.ioo 
Hence, in the Testament of Job, Job's wife is portrayed as a sufferer. She cares 
about Job even during her own suffering. She is willing to use her hair in 
exchange for bread to feed Job. She did not attack Job intentionally. Instead, she 
is also a victim. This view is quite different from the negative traditional 
Christian view of perceiving Job's wife acts as the assistance of the satan as 
discussed above. 
3.4 Job's wife in the Septuagint 
The image of Job's wife in the Septuagint [LXX] is also quite different from the 
MT. Although the LXX version of the Book of Job is shorter than the MT version, 
surprisingly we could find a longer speech for Job's wife in 2:9. It includes a 
lament of twelve stiches that probably originated from Midrash. As suggested by 
N. Fernandez Marcos, this may represent "the point of departure" for the 
Testament ofjob.ioi 
Similar to the Testament of Job, Job's wife is also described as a sufferer in the 
LXX. In the next section, we will examine and compare the difference between 
the LXX text and the MT text in details. 
細 van der Horst, "Images of women in the Testament of Job", 98. 
101 N. Fernandez Marcos, "Septuagint Reading," in The Book ofJob, ed. By W. A. M. 
Beuken [Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1994〕，261. 
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3.5 Job's wife in the Jewish Traditions 
There are also controversial views on Job's wife in the Jewish traditions. The 
Midrash quoted by Rabbi Isaac Hakohen on Job 2:9 in Leqet Midrashim 
recognizes her action as being motivated by her love and loyalty to Job, her 
husband.皿 On the other hand, some Rabbis consider Job's wife was "not strong 
enough to bear her fate with resignation to the will of God''.io3 Some interpret 
that Job's wife also led a pious life.io4 Some interpret her speech to Job was 
based on her own fear that "he would not bear his horrible suffering with 
steadfastness", and thus Job's wife advised her husband "to pray to God for 
death”.io5 
Although the recommendation of Job's wife would be against the Jewish law of 
life, Cordis concludes that Job's wife is presented "far more sympathetically" in 
rabbinic literature.^o^ Andersen also summarizes that Christians "have generally 
been much harder" on Job's wife than Jews and even Muslims. i07 Nevertheless, 
there are controversial views on Job's wife among Rabbis. 
102 Cordis, The Book of God and Man, 11. 
103 Louis Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews. Volume 1 [Dulles: Jewish Publication 
Society of America, 2003), 458. 
104 Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, 459. 
105 Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, 457. 
106 Cordis, The Book of Job, 21. 
107 Andersen,yoZ), 92. 
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3.6 Job's wife in Paintings 
As showed in the following paintings, different painters also have controversial 
views on Job's wife. 
參 Paintings of Lucas Vorsterman and Jan Leivens 




Picture 1 - Job Tormented by His Wife and by Demons [Lucas Vorsterman, 1620)io8 
The above painting by Lucas Vorsterman [1595-1675} is a typical example of 
which the theme of the hostile Job's wife appeared from time to time in the 
Middle Ages. 
The painter belongs to the famous painting school of Rubens〔1577-1640).• As 
illustrated in this painting, those religious painters emphasized the bad 
tempered wife through her harsh facial expression and gesture. Job's wife is 
clearly interpreted as working together with demons to torture Job. 
108 "Job Tormented by His Wife and by Demon," Detroit institute of Arts website, 
accessed June 1, 2012, http://www.dia.org/object-info/159bl5d0-1081-4fa2-
8a6b-491a4505c910.aspx?position=7. 
109 Terrien, The Iconography ofjob Through the Centuries, 187. 
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On the other hand, the body of Job is forced to tumble backward by demons 
crudely. His attitude remains a m b i g u o u s . 細 
Another example is by the Borque Dutch painter Jan Leivens [1607-1674), with 
a dramatic classical lighting effect similar to another famous Dutch artist 
Rembrandt at the same period of time. 
Picture 2 - Job [Jan Leivens, 1 6 3 1 } ^ 
Once again, according to the artist, Job is being scorned by his wife on one side 
and tortured by demons on the other side. Hence, both of the above artists 
interpreted Job's wife as a negative character. 
• Paintings of Albrecht Diirer and Georges de La Tour 
On the other hand, a positive interpretation of Job's wife is offered by the artist 
Albrecht Durer [1471 - 1528). In his painting "Job on the Mound of Manure" [also 
known as "Job on the Dunghill, with his Job is sitting on a dunghill, 
meanwhile his wife is pouring a bucket of water on him. 
110 Terrien, The Iconography of Job Through the Centuries, 188. 
111 "Job," National Gallery of Canada website, accessed June 1, 2012, 
http://www.gallery.ca/en/see/collections/artwork.php?mkey=9686 
112 Terrien, The Iconography of Job Through the Centuries, 139-40. 
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Picture 3 - Left: Job on the Mound of Manure; Right: Piper and Drummer 
(Albrecht Durer, c. 1505} 
The above Renaissance painting is obviously related to Job 2:9. Instead of 
leaving Job alone, Job's wife is taking care of Job. She probably wants to use cool 
water to soothe his pain due to the sore boils. It seems that Job is soothing with 
eyes closed, shows neither pain nor anger. According to the painting, Job's wife 
is interpreted positively as the comforter of Job. 
In Diirer's painting on the right (which is also known as "Two Musicians Comfort 
Job"), two musicians are thoughtful and sympathetic. They want to console Job 
during his sickness. Durer has given the drummer his own features as well, 
113 "Job on the Mound of Manure," Stadel Museum website, accessed June 1, 2012, 
ht:tp://www.staedelmuseum.de/sm/index.php?St:oiyID 二 1309&ObjectID 二406& 
websiteLang=en. 
114 "Piper and Drummer," Wallraf-Richartz-Museum website, accessed June 1, 
2012, http://www.wallraf.museum/index.php?id=223&L=l. Notice that this 
painting and the previous one by the same painter are now in two different 
museums. 
115 "Piper and Drummer," Wallraf-Richartz-Museum website, accessed June 1, 
2012, http://www.wallraf.museum/index.php?id=223&L=l. 
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Traditionally, both water and music could be recognized as means of healing. ii6 
In fact, there are other artworks in late medieval that illustrate musicians as the 
healers for Job as well. As such, Job is recognized as sufferer. This painting also 
symbolizes the baptism of Job, given that the same Greek word is used for 
bathing and b a p t i s m . i ” in that sense, Job's wife baptizes Job, so as to remove the 
sin of Job. 
The next painting is by Georges de La Tour [1593-1652]. The piece of broken 
pottery at Job's feet is traditionally related to Job scraping sores of his own body 
(2:8). 
� : : : r " 1 
I " 射 邏 
Picture 4 - Job and His Wife [Georges de La Tour, c. 1635)ii8 
116 Terrien, The Iconography of Job Through the Centuries, 139-40. 
117 Terrien, The Iconography of Job Through the Centuries, 143. 
118 "Job and His Wife," Musee departemental des Vosges website, accessed June 1, 
2012, http://www.vosges.fr/Portals/0/jobrailleparsafemme.jpg 
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Terrien argues that Job's wife, with her forefinger gracefully extended, should 
not be interpreted as rebuking or expressing argumentativeness. She is elegantly 
dressed and gently peers at Job. This shows her thoughtful and intelligence 
compassion. Terrien suggests that Job's lip expresses a query. Looking at his 
wife, Job is confident in her wisdom and faith.ii9 job's wife is presented as a 
woman with wisdom and she is caring her husband. 
As mentioned above, many paintings at the same period of time presented Job's 
wife as hostile to Job. Therefore, the interpretation of Job's wife in the above two 
examples of paintings is controversial. 
3.7 Chapter Summary 
The above study shows that traditionally Job's wife is considered negatively as 
the assistance of the satan by church fathers. She is a character portrayed as a 
fool in contrast to the upright Job and his rational friends Due to the great 
influence of church fathers, this is the predominant view of Christians as well. 
Yet, I have showed that there are controversial views on Job's wife in the Jewish 
traditions. 
In the Targum of Job, Job's wife is the daughter of Jacob. In that case, Job's wife 
notably serves as a link of the foreigner Job to Hebrew tradition. Otherwise, it 
would be difficult to explain why a book, with a foreigner as the main character, 
could be included in the Hebrew Scriptures. 
In the Testament of Job, Job's wife is also a victim and deeply loved her family 
members, even willing to cut off her hair in exchange for bread to feed Job. 
Hence, the Testament of Job presents us a positive view on Job's wife. 
From the above western paintings, we notice that there are controversial views 
on Job's wife presented by artists as well. This provides evidence that the 
interpretation of the role of Job's wife is controversial and ambiguous 
119 Terrien, The Iconography of Job Through the Centuries, 168-69. 
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throughout history. In the next chapter, we are going to have an in-depth 
understanding of Job's wife directly from the Bible. 
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4 A Study on Job 2:9-10 
In order to have an in-depth study on the speech of Job's wife as well as the 
response of Job, we will compare the MT version and LXX version of Job 2:9-10 
in this section. 
4,1 A Comparison of the MT and the LXX 
The LXX text used here is the Rahlfs' edition of Septuagint [which is based on the 
work of Origen) and MT text used is the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia 4th 
Edition. I shall provide the English translation for MT text below. The English 
translation of LXX is based on NETS [New English Translation of the 
Septuagint).120 
2 : 9 a xpovou 6e ttoXAou TTpopepriKoiog IHt^N l b "IfpNhl 
elTT^ y auTcp r\ yi^ n^ ccutou 
Translation: 
Then after a long time had passed, his 
wife said to him, Then his wife said to him, 
Instead of Job's wife speaking suddenly as in the MT version, the LXX version 
includes a classic idiom for the passing of time, 
120 Although there is an older translation of Septuagint by Sir Lancelot C. L. 
Brenton [dated 1851), NETS is a newer translation of the Septuagint, entitled "A 
New English Translation of the Septuagint and the Other Greek Translations 
Traditionally Included Under that Title" [and abbreviated as NETS). The second 
printing of the NETS translations, as published by the Oxford University Press in 
2009, is also available in electronic edition on: "A New English Translation of the 
Septuagint," NETS Electronic website, accessed Sep 16, 2011. 
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/nets/. 
121 Homer Heater also commented that this classical idiom is not so often used in 
the LXX. For details, please refer to: Homer Heater, A Septuagint Translation 
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2:9b [iexpL TLVOQ KocpTepi^ oeu; Xeycoy "^n^ns 
"How long will you persist and say, "Do you still hold fast your integrity?" 
For 2:9b, the tone of Job's wife saying in LXX is much softer than in MT, since the 
wordings are not so strong. 
The Hebrew noun nJOn ["integrity") is in second person masculine singular form. 
This shows that Job's wife also ascertains the integrity of Job. In fact, the speech 
of Job's wife in 2:9b is also an echo of God's comment for Job in 2:3b�"…And he 
still holds fast his integrity"). 
2 : 9 c L6oi) DLva\iev(j^  e i i [iLKpoy 
TTpoaSexoiievog eXuLSa rPjg 
owiripLac; |iou 
'Look, I will hang on a little longer, 
while I wait for the hope of my 
deliverance?' 
This part is the expanded section of the speech of Job's wife in LXX. Harold 
Henry Rowley argues that this part did not necessarily belong to the "original" or 
"authentic" Hebrew version, given that the author of Job "shows great economy 
of words" for the d i a l o g u e . 1 2 2 On the other hand, Cordis recognizes this section 
as a moving rhetorical a d d r e s s . 1 2 3 
Here, Job's wife tries to express her understanding on Job, in particular his hope 
on deliverance. Job himself also mentions such hope on deliverance later in 
13:16. 
Technique in the Book of Job. (Washington: Catholic Biblical Association of 
America, 1982}, 32. 
122 H. H. Rowley, Job [London: Nelson, 1970), 39. 
123 Cordis, The Book ofjob, 21. 
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Obviously, integrity is the core value that Job insists to maintain. On the other 
hand, integrity is also the root of conflict and tension encountered by him and 
his wife. 
2 : 9 d L6ou Y^P il4^ avLOT0CL oou to 
livrifioouyov (xtto Tf\c, yf\c, 
ULol Kal GuyocTepeg e[if\Q KOLXlocc; GoStveg 
KOcl TTOVOL 
oug elg to Kevov €KOTTL0coa: jieia jioxOwv 
For look, your legacy has vanished 
from the earth - sons and daughters, 
my womb's birth pangs and labors, for 
whom I wearied myself with 
hardships in vain. 
Job's wife argues here that she is a sufferer as well, or a co-sufferer of Job. 
However, this is not explicitly mentioned in MT. She reminds Job of her pain as a 
mother, for through birth pangs, she delivered all these children and now to 
suffer the grief of all their deaths. 
2.9e ou le avzoQ ev oaTTpia OKcoX'nKcov 
KaGrjoaL SLCcyuKiepeiJGJV ociGp Log 
And you? You sit in the refuse of 
worms as you spend the night in the 
open air. 
And now, we listen to the complaint of Job's wife on Job regarding Job's reaction 
so far. To her, he seems to only sit there in despair. 
2.9f Kayw T^Xav^xiQ kocI Xaipig 
TOTTOy eK TOTTOU TTep L€pX0|J.6yri KCLl 
olKiav 枉 o'lKLag 
TTpooSexo^ ievri lov T^ A-Loy TTOie 6IJO6tocl 
Xvct aya-rrauowfiaL iwy [loxGcov kocl twv 
oSuv'wy ai [le vw o\)vkxo\)Oiv 
And for me, I am one that wanders 
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about and a hired servant - from place 
to place and house to house, waiting 
for when the sun will set, so I can rest 
from the distresses and griefs that 
now beset me. 
Job's wife is working unwillingly and without choice. This is similar to the 
portrayal in the Testament of Job. She is probably working as a servant in order 
to earn a living for both herself and Job. In addition to describe her own pain, 
Job's wife also expresses an intention to terminate the current distressed status. 
2:9g aXXa eli\6v tl pfnioc elg KupLoy :npi CH^K 
Kocl TeA.€UTa 
Now say some word to the Lord and Curse God and die! 
die! 
The longer speech of Job's wife in LXX shows a much softer tone than the MT. 
The Greek noun, ("word") is in singular form, while tl can means "any" or 
"some". Job's wife is just requesting Job to say something towards God. Her 
request is out of her grief and pain. Perhaps, she thinks that if he would do 
something overt such as saying out loud to God, Job will fell better. On the other 
hand, the speech of Job's wife in the MT is finished suddenly and abruptly. 
The Hebrew verb " p � [ " b l e s s " ) , in the piel imperative masculine singular form, 
is generally considered as using euphemistically, as it is offensive to directly use 
"curse" here. Hence, it is translated as "curse" instead of "bless" in general. 
Nevertheless, the meaning of the verb is ambiguous, since it would mean both 
"bless" and "curse". As commented by Ellen van Wolde, what Job's wife says is 
ambiguous and open to two i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s . 
This second part of speech of Job's wife in MT seems to be an echo of the speech 
of the satan in 2:5b ["... he will surely curse you to your face"), which is the 
prediction of the satan of the response of Job as a result of affliction. 
124 Ellen van Wolde, Mr and Mrs Job [London: SCM Press, 1991], 24. 
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Moreover, the speech of Job's wife in MT resembles both the speech of God and 
the satan in their assembly in heaven. In that case, it seems that she may 
probably be acting as a messenger of God and the satan. 
2:10a 6 6e SiipAiij/ac; di\ev ocuifi woTrep • -i^ns H^bx "l^Nh 
Twy 帥p6ywv YwoaioSv kXaXr]oaQ 口马 . ^ ^ n n nnx 
2:10b el za ayaQa eSe^ aiieGoc 6K xeipog 
, 、 、 ， ， ‘ ， - aitsrrnK 
KDpLOU m KCtKOC 01)^  UTTOLCJO|_ieV eV TOOLV 一 
TOUTOLg Tolg ouiiPepriKOOLy ocuiw ouSev i^'lHTlKl Cn^Kn bspi 
r\\iapx^v IwP Tolg x^L^eoLV kvavxiov lou XDITN.b HKt—二2 h^p： 
T T T •• I - : 
Geou 
T T ： • • 
But Job looked up and said to her, He replied, "You speak like one of the 
"You have spoken like one of the foolish women speaks, 
foolish women. If we received the 
good things from the Lord's hand, shall Shall we receive good from God, and 
we not bear the bad?" In all these shall we not receive evil?" In all this, 
things that happened to him Job did Job did not sin with his lips, 
not sin at all with his lips before God. 
The Hebrew noun ["folly") is in common feminine plural absolute form. It 
refers to moral rather than intellectual aspect^^s in this sentence, Job does not 
call his wife as foolish, but only means she speaks like one. Based on the root of 
the Hebrew word ―二〕，Cordis suggests that also connotes immorality and 
"churlishness of manner coupled with penuriousness". He further argues that 
Job is putting effort to "win her over to his own faith in God". This shows that Job 
may recognize his wife's bitter words are based on her love.^ ^e 
The reply of job in 2:10 is similar to his speech in 1:21, except that his words are 
in the form of a rhetorical question in 2:10 although he declared a positive 
affirmation in 1:21. Janzen thinks such rhetorical questions are irony effective. 
125 Wolfers, Deep Things out of Darkness, 376. 
126 Cordis, The Book of Job. 21. 
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"They provide a marvelous means whereby one who is uncertain or who is 
negatively certain may give the appearance of affirming what everyone knows 
and must acknowledge, while inwardly reserving judgment or entertaining 
other views".i27 in other words, the dialogue between Job and his wife is ended 
with uncertainty. 
Furthermore, when compared with 1:21, there is no mention of "blessed be the 
name of the Lord" in 2:10. The conversation ended with the statement: "Job did 
not sin with his lips". Whybray suggests this statement is meaningless unless 
there is an intention of author to distinguish Job's pious word at this stage 
against his raging against God in the subsequent dialogue of the b o o k . 128 
According to Clines, this statement also supports that he is "calm, reasonable, 
and praiseworthily mild-mannered in his reproof of his wife". The use of "we" in 
the rest of the unanswerable rhetorical question [2:10b] shows that Job's wife is 
being respected by Job.129 job's reply resembles his earlier reply in l:21.i3o 
Meanwhile his response also reminds us that not Job alone, but both Job and 
Job's wife ("we") received the wealth and everything they had before as 
mentioned in Chapter 1, as well received suffering from God.^ i^ 
This response of Job also shows that he refuses to act foolishly by cursing God. 
However, some scholars and Talmud suggests that Job did not sin with his lips, 
but he may have a sinful attitude in his heart.i32 Both Dhorme and Rowley 
127 JanzenJoZ), 51. 
128 Whybray,/o/?, 35. 
129 CWnes, Job 1-20, xlvul 
130 Whybray Jo/?, 35. 
131 Rabbi Malbim even comments that there are two trials in Chapter 1 and 2 for 
Job, one is prosperity and one is suffering. For details, see: Jeremy I. Pfeffer, 
Malbim's Job: the Book of Job [Jersey City: KTAV Publishing House, 2003), 24. 
132 Estes, Handbook on the Wisdom Books and Psalms, 34. 
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advise that the Targum of Job skeptically adds "but there were ulterior motives 
behind his words”.i33 
In Job 1:5, Job sacrificed burnt offering for each of his sons early in the morning 
because he was afraid his sons have sinned and have cursed God in their hearts. 
Here in Job 2:10, readers have no information whether Job have sinful attitude 
or even cursed God in his heart. At the end, it is impossible to know whether a 
person have sinful attitude in one's heart. In case the Prologue is questioning 
about "piety" of human beings, it would be difficult to prove the existence of 
absolute "piety" in human beings, including Job. 
As suggested by Cyril Rodd, to understand the meaning of the Book of Job, we 
need to return to a world that every event is directly caused by God [as in other 
Wisdom Literature, e.g. Psalm 104).P e r h a p s as proposed by some scholars, 
the Ancient Israelites understood God by two fundamental categories: "saving 
and blessing".i35 
4.2 Chapter Summary 
From the LXX version, we hear the inner voice of Job's wife as a co-sufferer of 
Job. She also intended to terminate the distressed status. She requested Job to 
say something to God. On the other hand, in the MT version, the husband and 
wife dialogue ended with uncertain rhetorical question. What is inside Job's 
heart remains ambiguous to readers. Likewise, what Job's wife says (bless or 
curse) is ambiguous and open to two interpretations. The dialogue between Job 
and his wife ends with uncertainty. It aligns with the ambiguous character of the 
Book of Job. 
133 Rowley Job, 39. See also: Dhorme, A Commentary on the Book of Job, 20. 
134 Cyril S. Rodd, The Book of Job [London: Epworth Press, 1990], 9. 
135 James L. Crenshaw, Urgent Advice and Probing Questions (Georgia: Mercer 
University Press, 1995), 191. 
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Whybray raises a good question: "What was the purpose of the insertion of this 
incident [dialogue between Job and Job's wife] into the story?''i36 in his view, it is 
not necessary to have this dialogue as a pretext for the subsequent verbal 
reaction of Job. Whybray suggests that in the literary forms, Job's initial silence 
produces a tension that forces a resolution. This incident forms the first negative 
reaction to Job's treatment by God. It also anticipates the human reaction, 
succeeding dialogue and even the happy ending in the Epilogue.i^^ 
However, the above discussion of Whybray still could not be completely answer 
the key question that I raised initially: "What was the purpose of the insertion of 
the character, Job's wife, into the story?" 
In the following section, through the feminist reading of Job's wife, I shall show 
that Job's wife actually plays an important role in the book. 
136 Whybray,/o/?, 34. 
137 Whybray, Job, 34-5. 
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5 A Feminist Reading of Job's wife 
The above discussion shows that there are diverse and controversial portrayals 
of Job's wife in the LXX and the MT version of the Book of Job. The situation is 
further complicated by the fact that there is no external evidence available, so as 
to identify the original version of the book. In essence, the speech of Job's wife 
and her roles in the book are still uncertain. 
The objective of this chapter is firstly to explore the Feminist Biblical 
Interpretation, and secondly to conduct a feminist reading of Job's wife. I am 
going to show that through the feminist reading of Job's wife, we could answer 
the key question of this thesis: the roles of Job's wife. 
5.1 Feminist Interpretation of the Bible 
The term "Feminism" in English was originally came from the French in the 
1890s. It refers to the doctrine of equal rights for women based on the equality 
of the sexes.138 in brief, the feminist approach to biblical interpretation is a set of 
interrelated perspectives rather than a single method of biblical interpretation. 
Different scholars have different definitions on "feminist biblical interpretation". 
Some scholars [e.g. Tanner) suggest that feminist criticism is not a strict method, 
but instead is a way to look at the Bible from the perspective of women. In other 
words, it is one of the many ways to interpret the Bible. Generally speaking, the 
feminist biblical interpretation deploys a feminist consciousness to analyze 
biblical texts. The feminist reading of biblical texts examines the suppression 
of women in the male-dominated patriarchal society. A feminist biblical 
138 Susan Kent, "Worlds of Feminism," in Women's History in Global Perspective, 
ed. Bonnie G. Smith [Urbana; Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2004), 275. 
139 Linda Day, and Carolyn Pressler. Engaging the Bible in a Gendered world: An 
Introduction to Feminist Biblical Interpretation in hour of Katharine Doob 
Sakenfeld [Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2006}, xi-xii. 
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interpreter focuses on women and the gender symbolism of the Hebrew Bible, 
with an aim to seek change for the better justice for women.i4o in this section, I 
shall introduce the views of several famous feminist biblical scholars. 
Letty Russell stresses that it is a process of liberating the word by reading the 
bible from the perspective of oppressed. Scholars notice the biasness of biblical 
interpretation in the past, for the biblical texts were initially written in the 
context of patriarchal world. Through feminist biblical interpretation, scholars 
try to reconstruct the hidden history of the "losers" from social, political, and 
economic dimensions of the biblical narratives. Consequently, feminist 
biblical interpretation has further developed into two key areas of research: 
inclusive language and inclusive interpretation. Both aim at changing the 
thoughts, values and actions of religious world.i42 
Katharine Doob Sakenfeld views feminism as a contemporary prophetic 
movement that "announces judgment on the patriarchy of contemporary culture 
and calls for repentance and change". According to Sakenfeld, Christian feminist 
scholars view the famous biblical texts about women from the perspective of 
how those texts are being used "against" women. They also view the texts from 
the theological and liberation perspective, so as to criticize the patriarchy 
generally within the Bible, as well as to learn from the intersection of history and 
stories of ancient and contemporary women living in patriarchal cultures, and 
thus to understand the Bible authority in a new way.^ ^s 
140 Ann Loades, "Feminist Interpretation," in The Cambridge Companion to 
Biblical Interpretation, ed. John Barton [Cambridge: University of Cambridge, 
1998], 81. 
141 Letty M. Russell, Feminist Interpretation of the Bible [Philadelphia: The 
Westminster Press, 1985}, 12. 
142 Russell, Feminist Interpretation of the Bible, 13. 
143 Katharine Doob Sakenfeld, "Feminist Uses of Biblical Materials," in Feminist 
Interpretation of the Bible, ed. Letty M. Russell (Philadelphia: The Westminster 
Press, 1985), 55-63. 
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Phyllis Trible emphasizes that liberating the Bible from patriarchy "is the first 
theological consideration". Historically, the church fathers employed allegorical 
exegesis, medieval scholars engaged the Bible specifically for the Christian life, 
and the Reformers used the Bible decisively for the principle.i44 
The works of Elisabeth Schiissler Fiorenza are outstanding contribution to 
feminist biblical interpretation. Fiorenza was the first woman President of the 
Society of Biblical Literature. i45 Fiorenza states that feminist biblical 
interpretation is contradictory in nature. Though it recognizes the Bible is 
mainly written in male words under patriarchal cultures, it also identifies the 
Bible as a mean to struggle for equality and human rights. To explain the 
patriarchal cultures, Fiorenza uses two terms derived from the Greek: 
"Androcentrism" and "Kyriocentrism". "Androcentrism" refers to male-
centeredness, given that the Greek word aner means "male". Under 
Androcentrism, men are the norm of the linguistic and culture system and 
wo/men are secondary or peripheral.^ whereas, as invented by Fiorenza, 
"Kyriocentrism" is derived from the Greek word kyrios which means "lord" or 
master". Kyriocentrism refers to the complex pyramidal system of intersecting 
multiplicative social structures dominated by elite educated men, and 
marginalized "wo/men" [a term inclusive of both women and subordinate men) 
and other men_i47 
According to Fiorenza, Feminist biblical interpretation utilizes biblical criticism 
and theological hermeneutics "as intellectual tools in emancipatory struggles 
against patriarchal oppression". This incurs the reconceptualization and 
144 Phyllis Trible, "Postscript: Jottings on the Journey/' in Feminist Interpretation 
of the Bible, ed. Letty M. Russell [Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1985), 
147. 
145 Loades, "Feminist Interpretation", 89. 
146 Elisabeth Schiissler Fiorenza, Wisdom Ways: Introducing Feminist Biblical 
Interpretation [New York: Orbis Books, 2001}, 207. 
147 Fiorenza, Wisdom Ways, 211. 
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transformation of biblical studies.^ ^^ To achieve its objective, feminist biblical 
interpretation focuses on "the ideological inscriptions of kyriocentric texts". 
Fiorenza categorizes the methods deployed for feminist biblical interpretation 
a s : � Corrective Methods; [2) Historical Reconstructive Methods; [3) 
Imaginative Interpretations Methods; and [4} Conscientization Methods. In 
particular, the Corrective Methods involve textual criticism of the Bible, so as to 
understand the genuine meaning of text in Greek and Hebrew, as well as to 
correct the "false" or "patriarchal" translations and commentaries. The feminist 
study also examines the relationship between translations and the social, 
political and intellectual context of the translator. Furthermore, feminist biblical 
scholars would investigate the selection of materials by authors and the 
canonization of early Christian texts, the process of transmission and different 
versions transmitted. In addition, their studies focus on the knowledge about 
"wo/men" in the bible and biblical literacy too. They will rediscover all the texts 
about "wo/men" within the biblical writings, including extra-canonical and 
cross-cultural research. Through the above studies, the forgotten traditions 
about "wo/men" could be rediscovered. With the removal of "kyriocentric" 
interpretations, the original true meaning of neglected or distorted "wo/men" 
could be released. The studies also focus on the possibility of "wo/men" as 
biblical authors.i49 
In brief, according to Fiorenza's view, there are two aspects of the 
"patriarchalization" p r o c e s s : � the actual roles of women were obscured 
during the androcentric transmission within tradition; [2) the roles of women 
were "circumscribed" as Christianity became more p a t r i a r c h a l . i s o 
148 Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, But She Said: Feminist Practices of Biblical 
Interpretation [Boston: Beacon Press, 1992), 5. 
149 Fiorenza, Wisdom Ways, 136-61. 
150 j'annine Jobling, Feminist Biblical Interpretation in Theological Context: 
Restless readings (Hampshire: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2002), 10. 
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Briefly speaking, feminist biblical interpretation can help us to rediscover the 
actual roles of the feminine in the biblical text. Hence, in the following section, I 
shall deploy feminist interpretation to rediscover the actual roles of Job's wife. 
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5.2 A Feminist Reading of Job's wife 
The great wealth of Job and his way of life in the Prologue reminds readers 
easily to associate him with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in Genesis. As mentioned 
by Whybray, Job was living in a "patriarchal" way of life,i5i so was Job's wife. 
Our discussion on the Targum of Job and the Testament of Job above also shows 
that Job's wife probably serves as a link of the foreigner Job to the Hebrew 
patriarchal tradition. Feminist scholars also pointed out that the Book of Job 
presents a world with "an unthinkingly male-oriented culture", and "matters of 
intellectual and theological inquiry are the preserve of males". Women do not 
have any place in such d i s c u s s i o n . i 5 2 in the Prologue, and in fact throughout the 
Book of Job, Job's wife is unnamed and is the only female character with a single 
line of speech. Clines suggests Job's wife fits exactly with the overall pattern of 
feminist reading. He proposes that feminist reading alerts us to a further aspect 
of her attitude. 
The objective of the following sections is to read Job's wife by using feminist 
biblical interpretation. There are two main ways in which feminist scholars have 
given Job's wife a voice: through an in-depth exegesis concerning her attitude 
and identifying her as the catalyst of the whole narrative. These two ways I shall 
outline the discussions below. Following these fruitful interpretations, I will 
attempt to offer two more: first, reading Job's wife as a messenger; and also as 
Lady Wisdom. 
5.2_1The Attitude of Job's wife 
The androcentric narrator at the beginning of the book excludes Job's wife when 
he mentions the seven sons and three daughters of Job [1:2]. she is also 
"ultimately repressed" by the narrator at the Epilogue. There is no single word 
151 Whybray Job, 11. 
152 CWnes Job 1-20, xlviii. 
153 Ibid. 
154 CWnes, Job 1-20, xlix. 
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about Job's wife when describing Job has seven sons and three daughters in the 
restoration [42:3).i55 
Job suffered from the loss of his family, his wealth, and even the deterioration of 
his health. His wife also suffered from the loss of her own children. She kept 
silent until Job was attacked by horrible disease and suffered from further loss of 
social status. As suggested by Whybray, Job's wife was impelled to speak with an 
intention to end her husband's suffering.i^^ job's wife shares her own feelings 
and reminds Job that she is also suffering. As commented by Athalya Brenner, 
Job is "an embodiment of pure idealism". On the contrary, Job's wife 
"emblematizes impatience and emotion". Job's spirituality is challenged by his 
wife's "earthy, materialistic, commonsense attitude".^^^ It may be difficult for an 
idealist and logical person to express his own struggle deep inside. Therefore, 
Job could only sit among the ashes. 
Job's wife remains loyal to her husband and keeps on managing her household, 
although she may understand her current situation as being caused by her 
husband. She is even responsible for providing hospitality to his friends even 
though the income of her family has been reduced to zero. At the end, her 
suffering was ignored by Job and his friends according to 2:11-12. She is no 
longer mentioned in the rest of the book. Clines suggests the restoration of Job in 
Chapter 42 could be considered as the reconciliation of both Job and Job's wife, 
and "of her intellectual development； no less necessary than her husband's, from 
155 David J. A. Clines, "Why is there a Book of Job and What does it do to you if 
you read it?" in The Book of Job, ed. W. A. M. Beuken (Leuven: Leuven University 
Press, 1994), 8. 
156 Whybray Jo/), 34. 
157 Athalya Brenner, "Some Observations on the Figurations of Woman in 
Wisdom Literature," in Of Prophets' Visions and the Wisdom of Sages: Essays in 
Honour ofR. Norman Whybray on His Seventieth Birthday, ed. Heather A. McKay, 
David J. A. Clines, and R. N. Whybray. Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 
Vol 162 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993], 199. 
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a blind faith in the doctrine of retribution to an acceptance of the possibility of 
innocent s u f f e r i n g ” . i 5 8 
5.2,2 Job's wife and the Development of the Story 
Job's wife is the first human and character who talked to Job after he sat among 
the ashes for a period of time. She did not leave Job alone, but kept her loyalty to 
him. In addition, Job's wife did break the silence. At the risk of facing the 
accusation, she encourages Job to express his emotion rather than sit among the 
ashes. She encourages Job to confront with God, even "dares to challenge God" as 
a hero.159 
Pardes suggests that Job's wife prefigures or even generates the impatience of 
the dialogues. Observing that her husband sitting in the dust and scraping his 
sores silently, she voiced out her question about Job's integrity. She could not 
bear Job's "blind acceptance of the tragedies". Pardes also recognizes Job's wife 
as a victim of the divine tests, as supported by her own words in the LXX version. 
In addition, Pardes argues that from the perspective of Job's wife, Job's integrity 
"lacks a deeper value". Consequently, Job's wife urges Job to challenge the God 
"who has afflicted" Job, even if the result is death. In Chapter 3, Job started to 
speak and cursed his birthday�3:1) and questioned why he did not die [3:11). 
Both actions are actually in response to the proposal of Job's wife in 2:9. 
According to Pardes, Job is cursing his birth in Chapter 3 "implicitly curses the 
Creator who gave him life". Consequently, Job treated his friends in the dialogues 
just as how Job's wife treated him. The ending of the book also acts as an 
endorsement of "a rather impatient form of faith". Thus, Job's wife did a good job 
in urging Job to doubt God's power, so as to deepen his knowledge and open 
158 CWnes, Job 1-20, xlix. 
159 Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 102. 
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Job's eyes. Job then has a new relationship with God. He explores "a far more 
intricate mode of faith, a faith which relies on an ongoing quest". 
Pardes interprets the cry of Job's wife not only as a challenge to divine conduct, 
but also as a criticism of Job's "very obsession with God" that draws Job away 
from his family. This obsession also makes Job "repress all that disrupts his 
pious routine", i.e. the death of his children. 
As mentioned by Gray, Chapter 2 of the book serves as the bridge between the 
Prologue and the Dialogue in second part of the book.i62 The Book of Job reaches 
a turning point after the couple's conversation. In fact, we see a complaining Job 
in the second part of the Book.i63 After the conversation with his wife, Job 
started to have interest for other human beings, for instance his relationship 
with his friends. Habel suggests that Job wants to find God and to confront him 
personally. 164 job is questioning the very purpose of his life during his 
"unmitigated" suffering.i65 As such, Job's wife serves importantly as the catalyst 
to the development of the whole story in the book. 
5.2.3 Job's wife as the Messenger 
As discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, Job only has conversations with either 
unnamed messengers or his unnamed wife in the Prologue. There are two points 
of similarity between the messengers and Job's wife. They are both unnamed 
160 liana Pardes, Countertraditions in the Bible: A Feminist Approach (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1992), 147-48. 
161 Pardes, Countertraditions in the Bible, 152-55. 
162 Gray, The Book ofJob, 56. 
163 Roland Edmund Murphy, The Tree of Life: An Exploration of Biblical Wisdom 
Literature, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
1996), 38. 
164 Habel, The Book of Job, 39. 
165 Gray, The Book ofJob, 109. 
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and they are the only characters that speak to Job in the Prologue. Noticeably, 
the role of his wife resembles those messengers. 
As mentioned above, the speech of Job's wife resembles partly on God's praise of 
Job's integrity in 2:3b [“••• And he still holds fast his integrity"), and partly on the 
satan's prediction of Job's response as a result of suffering in 2:5b ["... he will 
surely curse you to your face"). There is no further discussion thereafter 
between God and the satan within the book as well. Job's wife is thus playing the 
role as a special messenger of both God and the satan, based on the fact that her 
speech actually delivers the key elements of the conservation between God and 
the satan. 
On the one hand, similar to God, her speech ascertains Job's integrity. On the 
other hand, similar to the satan, her speech also triggers Job to question his 
integrity. In fact, integrity is the "central concern" of the Prologue.^ ^^ Job is 
questioning himself: "Why does God make me suffer these injustices?" Job is 
facing the great dilemma in this moment of life: "Nothing in his present 
experience gave the slightest reason to believe that God acted justly''.^ ^^ 
By playing the role of messenger, Job's wife is essentially urging Job to rethink 
the value of integrity, as well as to challenge the Israel's patriarchal wisdom. 
5.2.4 Job's wife and Wisdom 
As mentioned, the Book of Job belongs to the Wisdom Literature. Linda Day 
states that there is a close linkage of the wisdom tradition with the female 
characters in the Hebrew Bible, although the Hebrew Bible is androcentric in 
general.168 This section will further show that there is a close relationship 
between Job's wife and wisdom. 
166 Brown, Character in Crisis, 58. 
167 Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 114. 
168 Day, "Wisdom and the Feminine in the Hebrew Bible", 115. 
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In Wisdom Literature, there is also very close relationship between women and 
wisdom. Especially, the figure of Woman Wisdom is well known and is 
presented as the personification of wisdom, e.g. the Woman Wisdom in the first 
nine chapters of the book of Proverbs. Like other wise feminine figures in the 
Hebrew Bible, Woman Wisdom is good with words. She even has a precise role 
in God's creation in Proverbs 8. Furthermore, in Job 28:1-28, Woman Wisdom 
has an intimate connection with God. Human beings could not understand her, 
however, God can completely understand her. • According to Crenshaw, the 
personification of Wisdom as Woman Wisdom is a theological reflection, based 
on the acknowledgement of the limit of human knowledge and ability on one 
hand, and the silence of heaven on the other hand. Human beings recognize a 
need for contact with the universal God, particularly "when the idea of exact 
reward and retribution for good and evil gradually eroded". Wisdom Woman 
could achieve such purpose. ^^ ^ Through Wisdom Woman, God communicates 
the life-giving knowledge in the living present to human beings. We can identify 
the tension behind, i.e. the tension between the quest for knowledge and the 
readiness of wisdom to be found.i^i 
Apart from the Wisdom Woman, there is also the folly woman in the Proverbs 
[Prov. 9:13-18]. From the perspective of gender difference, i.e. viewing woman 
as man's other, such difference serves to articulate both what is inferior and 
what is superior. Women are positioned marginally in patriarchal thinking. 
Women represent the frontier between the man and chaos. They define and 
secure the boundaries of patriarchal wisdom.”？ Claudia V. Camp suggests the 
emphasis on the association of wisdom and woman is significant for 
169 Day, "Wisdom and the Feminine in the Hebrew Bible", 122-24. 
170 James L. Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom: An Introduction. 3rd ed 
[Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2010), 85. 
171 Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 87-8. 
172 Carol A. Newsom, "Woman and the Discourse of Patriarchal Wisdom," in 
Women in the Hebrew Bible: A Reader, ed. Alice Bach (New York: Routledge, 
1999}, 95-6. 
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understanding the relationships between persons in community, and between 
community and Yahweh.i73 
Day mentions that in the Hebrew Bible, there are other accounts of women who 
provide advice and dispense wisdom to others. For example, Huldah (2 Kings 
22:14-20 and 2 Chronicles 34:11-28〕，Esther [Esther 5:1-8; 7:1-8:8, 9:11-15), 
Abigi l�1 Sam 25:2-42), Sarah [Genesis 16:1-6, 21:1-14}, Jezebel (1 Kings 19:1-3; 
21:5-16), the woman of Tekoa [2 Samuel 14:1-24), the "wise woman" of Abel [2 
Samuel 20:4-22), Judith [Judith 9:29; 11:20), Deborah [Judges chapter 4-5), the 
unnamed wives of Manoah [Judges 13:2-25), and Job's wife. As such, there is a 
strong tradition of intelligent and outspoken women in the biblical tradition. The 
wisdom of those women has the feature of useful and practical. It is wisdom for 
real life and for problem solving, rather than for academy.i74 
Eve is a typical example. She has not been perceived positively. As re-
emphasized by Day, Eve should be understood as a seeker of wisdom in the 
Genesis 3:1-6, especially when compared with the actions of the man, Adam. In 
the process of seeking for greater wisdom, Eve is engaging a rational and 
thoughtful conversation with the snake. She demonstrates her courage and even 
dares to take the risk of death. She understands the fruit of the tree is the fruit 
that convey wisdom, to make one wise. As an independent thinker, she 
reinterprets the tradition and does not just mindlessly follow instructions. i75 
The above discussion strongly suggests that there is a close relationship 
between the women and wisdom in the Hebrew Scriptures. In particular, Eve is a 
seeker of wisdom, and could engage in rational and thoughtful conversation 
with the snake. Eve knew the consequence of eating the fruit of the tree is death 
[Gen 3:3). However, actually death is a matter of time rather than an immediate 
173 Claudia V. Camp, "The Wise Women of 2 Samuel；' in Women in the Hebrew 
Bible: A Reader, ed. Alice Bach. [New York: Routledge, 1999), 204. 
174 Day, "Wisdom and the Feminine in the Hebrew Bible", 118-20. 
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result. Similar, the speech of Job's wife ["Curse God and die") may not 
necessarily induce death immediately. 
Some scholars mention that the advice of Job's wife is "a theological method for 
practicing euthanasia''.^^^ Since to curse God would induce the judgment of God, 
this would positively be resulted in death. As discussed in the above, her speech 
["Curse God and die") is firstly ambiguous, given that the word could be 
translated as “ bless" or "curse". Secondly, similar to the case of Eve, we could 
argue that death would be a matter of time rather than an immediate 
consequence. Dhorme also suggests that her speech could mean "Curse God 
before dying!”，Hence, both Eve and Job's wife dare to face the challenge in the 
process of wisdom seeking. In fact, Eve and Job's wife are both independent 
thinkers and wisdom seekers. 
From the conversation between Job and his wife, Job expressed his own 
understanding of wisdom； that is one should receive good and bad from God. 
This is the tradition understanding of wisdom. Or, this is probably an 
unconditional acceptance of tradition wisdom. On the other hand, being a seeker 
of wisdom, Job's wife disagrees with such understanding of wisdom. Job's wife 
tried hard to break the silence and to engage rational conversation with Job. 
Eventually, she is discussing with Job on "What is wisdom?" Her wisdom is a 
practical life skill, as well as a theology originated from below rather than from 
above. 
Job's wife is brave enough to propose to her husband to encounter the moral, 
social and religious challenge. In return, the reply of Job suggests that he refused 
to compromise his integrity and unconditionally accepted his fate, "be it death or 
suffering subsistence". As suggested by von Rad, "All human knowledge comes 
back to the question about commitment to God”.i78 The question raised by Job's 
176 Cordis, The Book ofjoh, 21. 
177 Dhorme, A Commentary on the Book of Job, 20. 
178 Gerhard von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (London: SCM Press Ltd, 1972), 67. 
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wife initiated the query on an open issue, that is the relationship between 
integrity, curse and death. This issue remains open, and is what the whole book 
" r e v o l v e s " . 179 Carol A. Newsom mentions that the dissident voice in Job 
represents the radical challenges to the contentment of the dominant symbolic 
order, that is the Israel's patriarchal wisdom t r a d i t i o n . i ^ o Job's wife is certainly a 
brave wisdom seeker who dares to challenge the Israel's patriarchal wisdom 
tradition. 
5.3 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we discussed the feminist biblical interpretation that utilizes 
biblical criticism and theological hermeneutics to criticize the patriarchal 
oppression of feminine characters with the biblical text. The actual roles of 
feminine characters were either obscured during the androcentric transmission, 
or circumscribed when Christianity became more patriarchal. 
Job's wife is a typical woman character that fits the overall pattern of feminist 
reading with in the Book of Job. She was living in a patriarchal world in which 
males dominated the intellectual and theological discussion. She is excluded by 
the androcentric narrator within the book. 
I have showed that the feminist reading of the Book of Job enables us to have a 
better understanding of her attitude. As expressed sympathetically in the LXX 
and Testament of Job, Job's wife is also suffered from the loss of her own 
children. Nevertheless, she keeps silent and remains loyal to her husband. She is 
responsible for taking care her husband, who could only sit among the ashes 
during suffering. Her only speech in the book expressed her own feeling and 
reminded Job that she is also suffering, although her husband ignored her 
suffering. She did break the silence. 
179 William P. Brown, Character in Crisis: A Fresh Approach to the Wisdom 
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We have also seen that Job's wife acts as a catalyst in the development of the 
story in the book. Her dialogue with Job is a turning point and serves as the 
bridge between the Prologue and the Dialogue section of the book. Subsequently, 
Job cursed his birth, challenged the tradition view of wisdom in the dialogue 
with his friends, and even confronted God directly and personally. 
Her speech stands ambiguously open ended. It is uncertain whether she urges 
Job to bless or curse God. Nevertheless, I have showed that she is playing the 
role as a messenger of God and the satan, so as to inform Job what God and the 
satan said in their assembly in heaven. As a result, Job's wife elicited Job to 
question the very purpose of his life as well as to challenge the tradition view of 
wisdom. 
In the above section, we have further discussed the relationship of the female 
characters in the Bible and wisdom tradition. Like Eve, Job's wife is an 
independent thinker who would like to reinterpret the tradition. Job's wife is 
actually a seeker of wisdom as well. She is questioning "What is wisdom?" based 
on her own suffering experience. Her speech triggers Job to rethink the open 
issue on the relationship between integrity, curse and death, as well as to 
question his own understanding of wisdom. She encourages Job to confront with 
God and even dares to challenge God for a justification of his affliction. 
Ruether asserts it rightly that "Suffering is a factor in the liberation process, not 
as a means of redemption".i^i Due to her own suffering, Job's wife initiated the 
liberation process in the story of Job. The process of reinterpretation is ongoing 
in order to restate the redemptive gender equality. 
181 Rosemary Radford Ruether, Women and Redemption: A Theological History. 
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6 Conclusions and Implications 
The study of the Book of Job in this thesis shows that it is the most radical 
wisdom text in the Bible as well as full of ambiguities. There is a wide diversity 
among scholars regarding the date, authorship and unity of the book. The 
differences between the Masoretic text and the Septuagint also initiate the issue 
of original text. The meaning of the book varies from reader to reader. The book 
has induced a long history of debate as well as aroused extraordinarily different 
readings. Not only the meaning of the book is uncertain, the role[s] of Job's wife 
is/are uncertain as well. 
The book of Job is an inquiry of doubt and silence. The Prologue plays an 
important role in the book. The suffering of Job in the Prologue initiates the 
doubt on traditional Israelite wisdom. The initial silence of Job before the 
dialogue of the couple of Job produces a tension that forces a resolution. The 
above discussions in this thesis show that the conversation between Job and his 
wife initiated the breakthrough on such silence. 
I have also outlined that there are controversial views on Job's wife throughout 
history. The majority view on her within Christianity tradition is negative 
because of the great influence of church fathers. On the other hand, it is certain 
that the LXX and the Testament of Job provide a positive view of Job's wife. The 
controversial views on Job's wife are also presented evidently in western 
paintings. Both the Targum of Job and the Testament of Job mention Job's wife is 
Dinah, the only daughter of Jacob. This confirms that Job's wife serves as a link of 
the foreigner Job to the Hebrew patriarchal tradition. This explains why the 
Book of Job is included in the Hebrew Scriptures, although the main character is 
a foreigner. 
As discussed, her dialogue with Job ended with uncertain rhetorical question in 
the Masoretic text. What is inside the heart of Job and Job's wife remains 
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ambiguous accordingly. In this thesis, I have highlighted the speech of Job's wife 
in the Septuagint. We are then able to hear her inner voice. Her voice was in fact 
well recognized by the first generation of Christian communities, giving that the 
Septuagint was the standard Christian Bible text at that moment of time. 
Unfortunately, her voice was suppressed and even viewed negatively by church 
fathers subsequently. 
Furthermore, I have showed in this thesis that the feminist reading enables us to 
have a better understanding of Job's wife, her attitude and eventually her roles 
in the book. Job's wife is a typical woman character that fits the overall pattern 
of feminist reading within the Book of Job. Despite of the fact that she is also 
sufferer, Job's wife is brave enough to encouraged Job to confront with God 
rather than remaining silent. She is the caretaker as well as act as a loyal and 
spiritual company of Job, especially when they are receiving bad things from God. 
Job's wife also acts as a catalyst in the development of the story in the book. She 
does not function as a foil to the male friends of Job. As discussed, her dialogue 
with Job is a turning point and serves as the bridge between the Prologue and 
the Dialogue. "Job the Patient" in the Prologue becomes "Job the Impatient" in 
the Dialogue. Subsequently, Job cursed his birth, challenged the tradition view of 
wisdom in the dialogue with his friends, and even confronted God directly and 
personally. Literarily, Job's wife creates the dialectic tensions within the book, 
between Job and her, between Job and his friends, and even between Job and 
God. 
Although there are horizontal dialogues in heaven (between God and the satan} 
and on earth [between Job and the messengers and Job's wife) in the Prologue, I 
have offered a perspective that Job's wife actually plays the role as a messenger 
of God and the satan. Her speech informs Job what God and the satan said in 
their assembly in heaven. By playing the role of messenger, Job's wife is also 
urging Job to challenge the Israel's patriarchal wisdom. 
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I have further showed that Job's wife plays the role of wisdom seeker. Though 
Job a n d his friends are "uncritical believers i n t h e doctrine o f r e t r i b u t i o n " , ^ ^ ^ 
Job's wife is a special character that challenging this doctrine. The church fathers 
are arguably right to propose that Job's wife in the story of Job is taking the role 
of Eve, except that both Job's wife and Eve are wisdom seekers instead of 
assistants to the devil. It seems that the interpretation of church fathers on Job's 
wife has one positive contribution. That is, it helps to preserve this only female 
character with a single line of speech in the transmission of the Book of Job. 
Otherwise, it is impossible to explain why this unnamed character remains in 
the book. 
As mentioned in this thesis, Job's wife is actually discussing with Job on a key 
issue within the context of Wisdom Literature: "What is wisdom?" As a 
consequence, the theological significance of investigating the roles of Job's wife 
in this thesis is enabling us to reconsider what is the value of integrity, and what 
is wisdom. This inspires us to rethink the meaning of the Book of Job as well. 
Isaac Stern, the famous violinist, once said that there is no casual note within a 
song. In other words, every note is important within a song. Likewise, every 
character is important within a story. To conclude, this thesis shows that Job's 
wife is playing important roles in the Book of Job. 
Apart from the study in this thesis, it would be worth to further compare the 
description of Job's wife in Targum of Job, Testament of Job, the MT text and the 
LXX text. Maybe, we can then discover more information regarding Job's wife. 
182 CWnes, Job 1-20, xlix. 
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